Venezuela protests of Maduro turnfatal

Following contested vote, leader opposition only at least are killed

By YASMINA HASSAN

SEOUL — Opponents to the Maduro government on Tuesday called for nationwide protests to demand President Nicolás Maduro’s resignation, following the death last week of an opposition politician, and amid reports on Sunday of violent clashes.

An opposition politician, who had called for the tribute on Instagram, was received with cheers by a crowd of thousands in the capital, Caracas, as the Bolivarian National Guard fired tear gas and rubber bullets to disperse the crowd.

Anti-Maduro demonstrators also took to the streets in other parts of the country, including Maracaibo, Lara, and Zulia.

The opposition has been calling for Maduro’s resignation for months, but the government has rejected their demands.

In a speech last week, Maduro said that the opposition was trying to provoke violence and demonstrated his willingness to use force to maintain control.

The government has also limited the internet and access to the media, and has been accused of corruption and human rights violations.

The opposition has vowed to continue its protests until Maduro steps down and free elections are held.

Musicians, actors and writers have faced choice between exile and showing wartime allegiance

By FRANCISCO KERS AND MAX ELKOVICH

MOSCOW — Even with the famed Bolshoi Theater has been opened President Vladimir Putin wor- ships music for Russian culture to promote patriotism; artists: Sunday,

Putin would not have had the country. The theater no longer enjoys any international prestige, and its long-time director re- signed last year and was replaced by a Stakhovets’s deputy. The new director admitted that there were no plans for any performance in Russia this year.

The Bolshoi is hardly the only iconic Bolshoi that has not been performing. The Center for Russian music, founded by Yevgeny Yevtushenko, has been performing in Moscow for the past five years.

The Center for Russian music is facing pressure to return to the stage, but the government has said that it would only return if it can find a new venue.

The arts community is struggling to find venues for their work, and many have had to leave Russia to find work in Europe or the United States.

The Bolshoi and other state-run arts institutions are under pressure to return to the stage, but the government has said that it would only return if it can find a new venue.

The arts community is struggling to find venues for their work, and many have had to leave Russia to find work in Europe or the United States.

FBI leads the way as squad rebound from previous Olympic disappointment

Russian artists decry Putin’s cultural crackdown
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